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Cryptocurrencies are creating a trustless, decentralized environment and replacing traditional middleman with
technologies grounded in cryptography. The enabled decentralization, however, often comes at the cost of loss of
confidentiality. The blockchains of popular coins such as bitcoin or Ethereum are public, transparent and
permanent, and the pseudonymous blockchain addresses provide only a limited level of privacy. The users of these
blockchains are facing the risk of deanonymization, and privacy issues are becoming a large concern for users of
Distributed Ledger Technologies. Privacy coins are attempting to provide a solution for this concern by combining
several technical solutions to allow for on-chain privacy and the obfuscation of the linkability of personal information
to these public blockchain addresses.
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The market of privacy coins has been dominated by three major players. Monero (XRM), ZCash (ZEC) and Dash
(DASH) are featured at the top of nearly every list of privacy coins.* (Some of the contributors to this Research
Report currently hold ZEC. Additionally, the Intelligent Trading Foundation has confirmed that it currently holds
ZEC.) There are many other projects, but there is a distinction between privacy coins, focusing on both the
linkability and on-chain privacy and coins with some privacy features. For example Verge (XVG) is solving only
the IP addresses linkability using TOR, but not the privacy of the blockchain.
The top three listed coins are all focused on privacy and have privacy features that combine the technologies
introduced in the previous section. Each project utilizes a different technology, which creates an ideal setting for
comparison. As the technologies provide either limited privacy or only for a certain aspect of the transaction
process when used alone, privacy coins are using combinations of those methods.
Top players

Monero originated as a Bytecoin fork in 2014 under the name Bitmonero. The cryptocurrency is based on the
CryptoNote protocol, utilizing the ring signatures method. In 2017 Monero implemented RingCT, an improved
version of the ring signature. The RingCT is enabling an obfuscation of the amounts, origins, and destinations of
transactions. In combination with the Stealth address, this provides full privacy.
Unlike bitcoin’s blockchain, Monero’s blockchain is not completely prunable.** This means that pruning cannot
be used to reduce the chain size. In combination with the other cryptographic methods, this increases the
transaction size and Monero RingCT transactions are as big as 12.6 kB, which severely limits the scalability and
transaction speed. Monero plans to solve this with a dynamic block size update, removing the hard coded block
size limit and theoretically enabling scaling up to over 1,000 transactions per second with modern hardware.
This is still limited by the hardware requirements, as increased block sizes would mean a need for increased
processing power. As a solution, the team is looking into Monero compatible bulletproofs, which are currently
on testnet, with a planned release in September 2018. The bulletproofs-enabled space saving should bring an
advancement in the scalability for Monero transactions.
Monero is the only coin from the top three with default privacy, shielding all the transactions, which makes it the
potential winner in privacy coin segment. Prior to RingCT, the mixins (the group of public keys used for ring
signature) were vulnerable to tracing analysis and can be deductible. The soundness of the privacy solution
offered by Monero has improved significantly, but there are still some flaws to the method. The anonymity set is
limited, the default ring size is currently 7, which means that there are four more addresses in the ring chosen by
triangular distribution.
Overall, Monero remains to be one of the most popular privacy solutions, providing arguably the best privacy set
by default. Previously, it was mostly associated with the darknet but the increase in interest in privacy coins may
support its adoption.
* Hackernoon, Blockchain blog, Steemit,CDO Trends, Invest in Blockchain, CoinCodex, BitcoinExchangeGuide, Investopedia, CryptoTicker...
** Pruning is a method of deleting the data about fully spent transaction from the blockchain. Since these data are unnecessary, deleting them
reduces the amount of data needed for transaction verification. The validating node works only with current unspent output and data to handle
re-orgs (BitcoinWiki)

The Zcash project originated in 2016 as a bitcoin fork. The goal of the project is to improve the flaws of the
original currency, with a focus on privacy. The project forked from bitcoin is building on work done on Zerocoin,
addressing some of its faults. One of the faults is the proof size, which Zcash decreases to 1 kB and speeds up
the verification. The ZCash project is run by the Zerocoin Electric Coin Company and in March 2017 the Zcash
Foundation was launched “to guide the evolution of Zcash”.
For the privacy solution, Zcash implemented zk-SNARKs, which allows for shielding the transaction amount as
well as the sender and recipient addresses. The acronym stands for “Zero-Knowledge Succinct Non-Interactive
Argument of Knowledge” and is based on Zero-knowledge proofs. This enables participants to prove that the
conditions for a valid transaction have been satisfied without revealing any crucial information about the
addresses or values involved.
The Zero-knowledge proof solution enables a large anonymity set of all minted coins, providing a high degree
of privacy. However, the size of up to 2 kB for average transaction makes it much less scalable. The issue of
scalability is the main reason why the privacy is currently optional, not by default. Opt-in privacy is an issue, and
at the time of writing, only 13.9 % of all transactions are shielded.
The questionable part of the solution is the initial trusted setup, which currently is the only way to produce
zero-knowledge proofs that are non-interactive and short enough to be published on the blockchain. Zcash
utilized a multi-party ceremony involving a 6-person set up. This is controversial, as you have to trust any of
these 6 people that they destroyed the initial parameters and also trust that the ceremony was carried out
correctly.
ZCash is developing a solution to the issues outlined above. The Sapling update, scheduled for November 2018
is promising improvements in the performance of the shielded transaction, reducing proving time and memory
usage. What is more, the Sapling will rely on the Powers of Tau open-participation parameter setup. It is still a
trusted setup but the open-participant characteristic enables multiple participants to join with a potential to
scale to hundreds of participants. With the growing number, it becomes less and less possible to compromise
all of them.
In January 2018 the whitepaper for zk-STARKs was released, promising a faster alternative to zk-SNARKs
without the need for trusted setup. The size of the proof is currently too large to be implemented. In comparison
to zk-SNARKs 288 bytes proof size, zk-STARKs proofs goes up to a few hundred kilobytes. However, the
potential of the solution is still promising. The founders are not planning to launch their own coin as they are
offering the solution to existing blockchains in what they call "Tech4Tokens (T4T)” model.

Dash is in a good position in terms of market cap (at the time of writing, 14. on the
list, Monero
13. and ZCash 22.). However, mentioning Dash in the list of privacy coins is questionable. It is important to note
that privacy is also optional in Dash and the high volume is driven mainly by the transactions without the privacy
features.
Dash is offering two transaction options with additional features on top of the bitcoin’s features set. The
InstantSend and the PrivateSend. The PrivatSend transactions are significantly slower, originally with 1MB block
allowing for 28 TPS. After a fork, the block size is increased to 2MB, which enables doubling of the number of
transactions to 56 TPS. Nevertheless, the share of private transaction is still less than 1%.
The privacy technology utilized for PrivatSend is mixing through CoinJoin. The mixing process is expedited by a
"masternode", a server which the users have to trust is not recording the users’ information. The requirement of
one thousand (1,000) DASH deposit to run a masternode should prevent malicious behavior of nodes. The
CoinJoin solution is relatively simple and easy to implement on top of the blockchain, but the provided privacy is
limited.
In comparison to ZCash, the anonymity set is restricted. CoinJoin is working with a set of three addresses of
users for each round of mixing. The set requires mixing similar denominations (parts of transactions). If there are
no users who want to mix the right denominations, the mix can be delayed. The users can decide how many
rounds of mixing they want to choose for the private transaction with anonymity increasing with each round. The
highest number of rounds is currently eight.
New players
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The main strength of the privacy coins is that they are resolving concerns of privacy, one of the main drawbacks
of using bitcoin. Obfuscating the sender and receiver or even the transaction amount is an obvious advantage
over the more broadly accepted coins such as bitcoin or ethereum.
The fact that the privacy coins are building on bitcoin’s strengths and aiming to solve its privacy issues is
considered a strength. As the privacy features are still under development, this predetermined the strong focus
on the technology in the privacy coins projects.
The leading coins are promising many new updates and releases in their roadmaps. Monero is planning Kovri
alpha release for 2018, a C++ implementation of the I2P network adding an extra layer of privacy and security and
ZCash is coming with Overwinter and Sapling network upgrades later this year. Additionally, the ZCash team
structure continues to display a focus on development, with a strong engineer base.
For comparison of the development activity we used the GitHub insights report for Monero, ZCash (Dash is
omitted for its questionable position as a privacy coin), Ethereum and bitcoin. The forty-nine (49) weeks commits
are divided by the market cap of each coin, to provide an unbiased comparison. The commits are individual
changes to a file or set of files and serve as one of the measurements showing the activity on the Github
developers community.

Github commits relative to market cap

Source: Github insights

As we have already seen in the comparison of the different privacy solutions on page eight, currently the
enhanced privacy is offset by the decreased scalability. The advanced cryptography is increasing the size of the
transactions, slowing down the transaction speed and boosting the size of the blockchain. Scalability is one of
the reasons why the privacy is optional in ZCash and Dash. Improving the scalability is also one of the main goals
of the new releases and updates of Monero and ZCash.
Another weakness of privacy coins is their association with the darknet. The focus on confidentiality while
appealing to privacy-concerned user can limit the user base and push the privacy coins to the shadow economy
and the black market.

With the growing crypto market capitalization, authorities are intensifying the effort to make the
cryptocurrencies traceable and accountable to users. Companies such as Chainanalysis or Elliptic are working
with law enforcement agencies, collecting blockchain data and statistics. This naturally fosters the demand for
privacy solutions. ICO Market Research was tracking the ICOs in the 1Q18 and sorted the industries based on the
average hard cap. Privacy and Security were in the lead of the top five, together with Mining, signaling the
interest of the community in the privacy field.

Source: ICO Market Research report

Privacy is also one of the issues hindering the mass adoption of cryptocurrencies by the big companies
concerned about potential data leakage. This opportunity for the privacy coins is already recognized by some of
the big players. An example is J. P. Morgan, who partnered with ZCash to integrated zero-knowledge security
layer to J.P.Morgan’s enterprise blockchain platform, Quorum.
Another step toward fostering the mass adoption of privacy coins was announced May this year. Digital currency
exchange Gemini listed ZCash, offering new trading pairs with bitcoin and ethereum. This made Gemini world’s
first licensed Zcash exchange and NYSDFS the first regulatory agency in the world to supervise Zcash.

The regulations are one of the main threats to the privacy coins. The attractiveness of cryptocurrencies to
criminals has always been a strong concern and is a common argument for increased regulation. For example,
the Reserve Bank of India banned private citizens and businesses from engaging in crypto-related transactions
with regulated entities in April 2018.
The advanced confidentiality of privacy coins naturally draws the attention of authorities. Even in a
crypto-progressive country such as Japan (first to officially recognize bitcoin), a discussion is being held about
restricting the trade of privacy-focused altcoins. Regulating the decentralized coins is complicated, however,
the infrastructure can be disabled. FSA (Financial Service Agency) has not issued an official plan yet, but it is
pushing the registered exchanges to drop the privacy coins.
Another threat for the privacy coins is also the dominance of the base coins, Ethereum and bitcoin. The chart
from CoinMarketCap shows that bitcoin still occupies a significant percentage of the market.

Source: CoinmarketCap Global Charts

This dominance is relevant also with respect to the privacy solutions. The new trend of implementing the privacy
solutions on top of the existing blockchain can represent competition to the privacy coins. The “tech for token”
zk-STARKs is one example, bulletproof promising not only privacy but also scalability is another. Ethereum
added a building block in their public protocol that allows building zk-SNARKs transactions in the scope of the
Byzantium hard fork.
If the widely adopted coins were to implement privacy solutions to their blockchain, the privacy coins could lose
their advantage. However, the risk of adding untested solutions such as bulletproof to the bitcoin blockchain is
too big. A more probable scenario is that the solutions are going to be implemented in the form of a sidechain to
the main blockchain.
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